
Excellence
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AQUABOTAQUABOT UR400 UR400 APP ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER APP ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER

FOR THE BEST POOL
CLEANING RESULTS
AND MAXIMUM COMFORT
DESIGNED TO CLEAN RESIDENTIAL POOLS OF ANY SHAPE
UP TO 12 M LONG, ADAPTS TO EVERY POOL 
WATERPROOFING FINISH
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Pool cleaning made easy
Every single detail of the aquabot UR400 APP was designed with the pool owner‘s comfort 
in mind – from its premium trolley to facilitate transport and storage, through to its 
transparent easy view windows to monitor filter fouling. Its ergonomic design and hand-
grip make handling effortless when it’s time to put the cleaner to work.  With the push 
a button, the 4D filter is released and can be removed from above, opened and cleaned 
– without getting your hands dirty!

Unmatched suction power
aquabot robotic pool cleaners‘ suction power can be doubled through precise adjustment 
of the height of their intake valves. The closer they are to the surface being vacuumed, 
the more powerful the suction. Suction can be adjusted to efficiently capture the type of 
debris to be picked up. Higher for larger debris, or set down low to effortlessly remove 
even grains of sand.  

Plug in and play
With the touch of a button the UR400 APP gets to work, once it has finished its cleaning 
cycle it shuts itself down automatically. 

Connected
Using the Smartphone APP that you can download free of charge from the AppleStore or 
PlayStore, control is at your finger tips.  You can start and stop your UR400 APP remotely, 
navigate freely to direct your pool cleaner to problem areas, even modify and save 
cleaning programs. 

The finest filtration performance on the market
Aquabot robotic pool cleaners are fitted with 4D filters, exclusive four dimensional filters 
that clean 4 times better than any other. The filter fabric features elastic, 3D loops that trap 
even  the smallest mico-particles while the vibrating motion helps prevent filter clogging 
to maintain a constant suction rate. 

Contemporary design and cutting-edge technology for 
superior results
The aquabot UR400 APP is a premium-range robotic pool cleaner designed to 
thoroughly clean residential pools, leaving them spotless every single time. 
Powered by the patented AquaSmart Gyro System, it uses a smart navigation 
algorithm to intelligently scan the pool and compute the optimum route to  clean 
the pool‘s floor, walls, and waterline. This, together with its PVA brushes that 
grip and scrub any surface, and its 4D hyperfine filters capable of trapping even 
the tiniest microparticles, makes the aquabot UR400 APP a stand out choice to 
keep residential pools sparkling clean.

Pool dimensions For pool up to 12 m long (any 
shape or pool finish)

Cleaning type Floor, walls and waterline

Cycle duration 1.5, 2 or 2.5 hours

Filter type Hyperfine 4D microfibre filter

Filter access Easy Push Button Top Access

Full filter indicator Yes

Brushes 4 PVA brushes

Extra brush yes, vibrating PVC-brush

Navigation algorythm AquaSmart

Gyroscope system Yes

Power supply < 29 Volt, SPS 100

Power consumption < 150 Watt

Platform Dual drive motor, breezer
technology

Suction flow rate 19 m3/h

Cable length 18 m, floating premium

Adjustable intake Yes, higher suction power

External timer capability Yes (optional), also 
compatible with external 
WIFI timers

Weight 11 kg

Transport/ Storage Caddy (included)

Guarantee 2 years

Aquabot UR400 APP
The UR400 APP is a premium Robotic Pool Cleaner designed to make life easier 
for residential pool owners. It ensures optimum cleaning of pools of any shape 
up to 12 m long and can adapt to any pool waterproofing finish

A B O U T BW T
The Best Water Technology Group is Europe's leading 
water technology business with a staff of 4,500, using 
cutting-edge methods and new techniques to develop 
innovative, economical and ecologically friendly water 
purification technologies to provide private households, 
industry, commerce, hotels and municipalities with the 
safest, healthiest and most hygienic water possible for 
their day-to-day needs. BWT provides modern purification 
systems and services for drinking water and water used 

in pharmaceutical and other processes, heating, boilers, 
cooling and air conditioning and, of course, water used in 
swimming pools. This includes our robotic pool cleaners, 
designed and developed to provide optimum filtration of 
the pool water, removing debris, algae and bacteria. Our 
employees work particularly hard to create sustainable 
products that use fewer resources and less energy, 
thereby reducing CO2 emissions. For you and planet blue!
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EXCELLENCE, INTELLIGENCE, INNOVATION
The BWT world is made for you, and its robotic pool cleaners 

are designed with you in mind. Don‘t hesitate, step into 
an exceptional world.

A world made for you!

T H E  P R E F E R R E D  P O O L  C L E A N I N G  S O L U T I O N

AQUATRON LTD.

 customerservice.europe@bwt-group.com
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